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European S2 Supermoto at Melk (Austria)
Day 2

The podium of the European S2 Supermoto. From the left: Peter Aicher, Austrian MX Chairman, Diego Monticelli, Giovanni Bussei, Petr Vorlicek, Hans Danzinger, Head of Wachauring/Melk, Dr. Wolfgang Srb, FIM
Europe President.

In warm and sunny conditions and many spectators around the track, TM Racing rider
Diego Monticelli took the victory in S2.
Race1
Under a clear blue sky the first race on the day started in S2 class. When the warm
up laps started, bad luck seemed to hunt TM Racing rider Diego Monticelli again, as
his TM wouldn’t start at the grid and he had to go to the waiting zone again. Luckily
his mechanic was able to start the bike and as last Monticelli could start his warm
up laps.
At the start it was TMS Honda rider Milan Sitniansky who took the holeshot followed
by SBD TM rider Giovanni Bussei, Monticelli and Suzuki Grau rider Petr Vorlicek. KTM
MTR rider didn’t have a great start and lost some positions to wildcard rider Max Kofler and Gazza Racing rider Luca Ciaglia. In front the top four was very close to each
other with only a few meters between the riders. In lap three Bussei was able to
pass Sitnianksy in the fast right hand corner on the back of the circuit, leaving no
gap for the other riders when they entered the off-road section. In the next few
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laps Bussei tried to create some distance, but Sitniansky, Monticelli and Vorlicek
were not giving up and pushed at every lap. Just behind the top four, Austrian wildcard rider Markus Larcher and Romain Kaivers closed the gap to the leading group.
In lap seven TM Racing rider Diego Monticelli decided it was time to put up the speed
and quickly passed Sitniansky, and one lap later Monticelli took over the lead from
Bussei. Soon the Italian rider managed to pull away from his opponents. Behind Monticelli, a group of four riders with Bussei, Sitniansky, Vorlicek and Kaivers continued
their battle for second place in the race. Bussei was under great pressure from the
others but on the highspeed racetrack, Bussei showed his road racing skills and managed to stay in front of the others. A bit further down the field TM Racing rider
Joan Llados was recovering from his bad start and managed the get back to sixth at
the finish line. The battle for the lead was over with a few laps to go and without
pressure from behind, Diego Monticelli won the first race of S2. Almost five seconds
behind the race winner, Giovanni Bussei became second, before Czech riders Sitniansky and Vorlicek. KTM MTR rider Romain Kaivers completed the top five.
Race2
The tension in the first race promised a lot for the second race of the day. At the
start it was TM Racing rider Diego Monticelli who took the holeshot just before Union
Bike TM rider Giovanni Bussei and TMS Honda Milan Sitniansky. Leader in the European championship Suzuki Grau rider Petr Vorlicek pushed his bike through the first
corner in fourth position, before Spanish TM Racing rider Joan Llados. In the first
laps, Bussei was pushing very hard for the lead and on lap three he was able to pass
Monticelli at the entrance of the first off-road section taking over first place in the
race. After he was passed Monticelli kept on pushing and was on the tail of Bussei
the whole time.
Just behind the leading group of four riders, Austrian wildcard rider Markus Larcher
and Llados closed in on the leaders and halfway the race they were at the back of
the group which was now six riders. In lap eight Czech riders Sitniansky and Vorlicek
passed Diego Monticelli and pushed him back in the fourth position. The Italian TM
Racing rider didn’t give up so easily and in lap 11 he first passed Vorlicek and one
lap later he was able to pass Sitniansky as well placing him in second position again,
only half a second behind the leader Bussei.
Behind the top four, TM Racing rider Joan Llados and Markus Larcher were trying to
get on the podium but at the end they had to settle for fourth and fifth position,
followed by Inside Motorsports rider Kevin Fagre who was having his own fight with
wildcard rider Max Kofler. On the finish line the Swedish rider it was enough the take
seventh place. In the lead Bussei didn’t make any mistakes and kept the speed high,
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giving Monticelli no chance to pass him and taking the first place in the second
race and - more important - the overall win in the GP of Poland.
Behind Monticelli, Vorlicek managed to pass his fellow countryman Sitnianky and
with this third place, he took the last place on the podium taking valuable points
back to Czech Republic.

The actual issue of FIM Europe MAG is online and can be downloaded here.
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About FIM Europe (www.fim-europe.com) - The FIM Europe (in the past UEM, Union Europèenne de Motocyclisme) includes
47 National Federations (FMNs) and 6 Regional Motorcycling Associations and is a European organization acting within its attributions in all matters in relation with motorcycling activities and, as such, in domains ranging from sport, tourism, leisure, environment, mobility, road safety, legislative affairs, protection and defence of the rights and interests of motorcycle users. As far as
motorcycle sport is concerned, the FIM Europe is the supreme and sole European authority empowered by the FIM to control
European motorcycling sport activities organized under its jurisdiction throughout Europe.The aims of FIM Europe are to develop
and promote all forms of motorcycling in Europe as well as the co-operation and friendship between its members, and notably:
to examine all questions related to the development of motorcycling in Europe; to organize European Championships and to
establish all competitions that appear beneficial subject to the prior approval of the FIM; to co-operate with the FIM in all matters
relating to the organization of international events and motorcycling in general; to organize camps and seminars for riders, officials,
coaches and administrators of various European FMNs; to support the creation and development of motorcycling activities in all
European countries; to promote the co-operation among all European FMNs; to promote motorcycling among young people,
both as sport and motorcycling in general; to encourage the use of motorcycles in European countries and to develop motorcycle
tourism; to represent the interests of motorcyclists before European authorities; to promote in the media the sport of motorcycling
and the use of motorcycles in all of Europe.
Follow us on Facebook: www.facebook.com/europeanmotorcycling

